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FACING LIFE’S DISILLUSIONMENTS IN MATURE ADULTHOOD:
INTERVIEW PRIEST/PSYCHOLOGIST FR. VERNON HOLTZ, PhD, OSB
Maryann Gogniat Eidemiller
In his vocation as a Benedictine priest
and in his practice as a clinical psychologist,
the Rev. Vernon A. Holtz, O.S.B., has heard
many people in their middle and senior
years lament that life didn’t turn out like
they expected or wanted it to be.

GRANDMOTHER WISDOM

Spirituality: Dancing with
Grandmother’s Wisdom in
Counseling
Ruthann Valentine, PhD, PMHCNS-BC
She was terrified to be “earthbound as she was”! “Being here sucks!”
I remember counseling a teenage girl who created an “other world” for herself to live in. When I first
met her, she greeted me barking like a dog with her hair covering her face. Needless to say, I was
challenged, wondering what to do next! After dancing with Grandmother Wisdom, I decided to
bark back in harmony with the tone of her bark. In a short time, we created a “song of barking”
harmonizing with one another in her “other-world”.
We connected “earthbound as we were” in her “other-world”. Over time, she revealed herself
through sarcasm, “cutting”, suicidal thoughts, art, and eventually, she wrote a terroristic note on a
wall at school signing her name with a heart next to it! All of these behaviors led to her expulsion
from school, “earthbound as she was in her other-world”!
Life for her was “conflicted pain and suffering” within the limits of her consciousness. This
poem written by Chuck Joy, M.D. validates the essence of her journey, “earthbound as it was in
her other-world”!
Within my earthbound nature, I continued to dance with Grandmother Wisdom “where
peace surpasses understanding” searching for a symbol of hope in her “other-world”
consciousness. I trusted and nurtured a symbol of hope that would serve as an organic seed of
transforming, loving-kind energy for her while she was in her “other-world, earthbound as she was.”
Grandmother Wisdom led me to her “signature followed by a shape of a heart” that was contained in
her terroristic note. This became her organic seed of transforming energy as she slowly
embraced her “signature with a heart” as her own inner light of hope and love. I knew that the
transformation was happening when she smiled spontaneously at me one day and I smiled back at
her, creating a new harmonizing dance of wisdom between us, “earthbound as we were” while
soaking in the “light of hope” that loving-kind energy can work in the silent mystery of life.

It’s called disillusionment, he said, but the
disappointments and the life changes as we age don’t have to be
“the end of everything good and fulfilling.” Rather, they can become
“the beginning of a whole new kind of life with the purpose now
becoming visible.”
Father Holtz, 80, previously chaired the Department of
Psychology at Saint Vincent College near Latrobe and still teaches
one enrichment class, “The Search for Meaning: The Psychology of
Religion.” He also recruits students for the psychology department
and has a part-time clinical practice. Most of his clients are in midlife
or later adulthood.
Father Holtz had his own mid-life transition, he said, when he
found a new understanding of himself and of psychology and
wanted to explore a different approach to teaching and practice
than what he had learned.
He originally trained at the Catholic University of America in
Washington, D.C., and graduated in 1967 with a master’s of arts
degree in psychology. The prevalent model then was behavioral
psychology, but years later, he became more interested in the
emerging model of existential phenomenology that was being
taught at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh. He graduated from
there in 1984 with a doctorate in clinical psychology.
Father Holtz considers existential phenomenology, with its focus
more on experiences, a good fit for his philosophical and theological
background.
“It certainly includes behavior but it goes deeper to understanding
the meaning of one’s experiences, and that brings in your value
system, your spiritual values, integrity, honesty, love, care and
concern,” he said. “All of those are non-behavioral phenomena.”
His doctoral dissertation was “Being Disillusioned as Exemplified
by Adults in Religion, Marriage or Career: An Empirical
Phenomenological Investigation.” It was the groundwork for his
later teaching and counseling, and for the numerous programs and
seminars that he has presented over the years. One of the most
recent was a three-part series of lectures on spirituality and aging,
sponsored by Saint Vincent College.
There are four stages of mature adulthood, he explained at one
presentation. They are middle (40-65), young-old (65-74), old-old
(75-84) and oldest old (85 and beyond). As people pass through
those stages, they may question their self-worth after parenting and
employment, and they may start experiencing limitations of their
bodies. They may become filled with regrets for not having had the
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ideal job or the ideal family, and for missing out on many
things they think they should have done.
The common disillusionments of mature years fall into
three main areas.
“You lose your job, and so you lose your identity because
you used to identify with your job,” Father Holtz said. “You are
married and you think your spouse loves you and doesn’t,
or your spouse dies, and you identified with your marriage.
You believe in God in a certain way and then you understand
that God is not who you thought he
was, and your whole idea of religion
has changed. All these things can
be life shattering. We used to call
them mid-life crises but I call them
mid-life transitions. When you are
shattered, you come to a new belief
about who you are. Shattering is
only the first part of the process [of
transition].”
People at that crossroads want to know how they can
make meaning of the time they have left, and how they
can overcome regrets and disappointments. They seek an
acceptance that will enable them to move on with a new
hope and a new life.
“If they don’t resolve these questions, they can become bitter
and unhappy,” he said.
Father Holtz draws on the model of existential
phenomenology to help his clients and the people who
attend his lectures to “find what it means to be the human
person.”
Faith is often the key, and faith, he noted, is often stronger
in the middle and older years.
“You can talk about religion, you can talk about if you believe
in God or why you go to church,” he said. “This is a human
science. When we understand the meaning of being human,
we understand that being human in the true sense is being
spiritual.”
A belief system, he added, enables a person to persevere
through difficult times. Otherwise, it may become too easy
to give up if you lose your job, your spouse, your health or
anything else that gave you an identity.
“A courageous spirituality can enable us to live creatively
and come alive,” Father Holtz said. “With a belief system,
you will be grounded in certain values, and you can go on
with hope. Jesus died, and if that wasn’t disillusioning, what
is? Then he rose again, which means there is new life after
disillusionment. There is hope.”
(Maryann Gogniat Eidemiller is a freelance writer from Greensburg
whose work appears in local, regional, national and international
publications.)
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